Abstract: This paper pivots around the influence of thermal parameters on the temperature distribution of a (PV) module. The solar irradiance, ambient temperature, and heat transfer coefficient were examined for four differently manufactured solar modules. A finite element analysis of the solar system was carried out to simulate the prevailing thermal conditions. It was determined through analysis that the heat transfer coefficient had a significant effect on the boundaries of the PV modules. The temperature gradient was relatively high at the boundary, whereas the main body had the least deviation from the mean value of experimental data. The high value of irradiance is favorable for a large PV system, while the heat transfer coefficient should be low for avoiding undulation of the thermal gradient across the plate. The temperature distribution on the surface of the PV modules largely depended on the geometry and the material used for the design purpose.
Introduction
The temperature of a solar PV module is a key factor in the photovoltaic conversion process. Thermal modeling of a solar module provides analytical insight into a PV system used for power generation as the characteristic parameters of any PV module are a dependent function of the ambient conditions of the installation area. Furthermore, it also demarcates the technological drawbacks of different PV systems used in specific conditions. In the same context, some applied research has been conducted, which is compiled in the literature.
In the photovoltaic conversion process of solar modules, about 13-20% of incident solar radiation is converted into Direct Current (DC) electricity. The remaining part is converted into heat [1] . Additionally, the PV module generates heat due to the photovoltaic action in addition to the heating that occurs as a result of the energy radiated at the infrared wavelength of the solar spectrum [2] . It has been reported that PV module power output decreases by 0.4-0.5% for 1 • C increase in temperature above the standard operating temperature, depending on the temperature coefficient of the power of the module [3] . The impact of temperature on the performance of PV systems, therefore, requires a thorough understanding of the temperature behavior of PV modules in operation.
The heat energy balance in a PV module is influenced by factors such as absorbed incident radiation, the transmitted or absorbed radiation, and the conversion losses, which are caused by the mutual interaction of physical bodies, entropy generation, recombination, or parasitic absorbance [4, 5] . Siddiqui et al. [6] investigated the thermal performance of PV modules through a numerical simulation method. Thermal models, in the case of cooling and non-cooling, is studied and validated while examining the influence of ambient temperature, irradiance, and wind speed on the temperature distribution in PV modules [6] . A three-dimensional thermal model is adopted to examine the transfer coefficient between the plates and air at atmospheric pressure, the PV plates were kept at an angle of 45 • . The white box modeling scheme was adopted to predict the thermal behavior of the PV models. The governing partial differential equation (PDE) considered for the modeling is given by Equation (1) . The absolute tolerance of solution was set to 0.001, whereas the relative tolerance between the size of solutions was 0.01. The Dirichlet (or first-type) boundary condition was fixed for all the models, whereas the Neumann (or second type) boundary condition depended on the time derivative of temperature. Samples of the captured infrared (IR) images of the studied PV modules are shown in Figure 1 . The varying conditions are represented through a color map. The heat transfer model-based modeling has been reviewed in literature [10] [11] [12] [13] ; however, the concept of finite element analysis to find a solution of the 3D partial differential through the triangular meshing of the PV plates reduces computational efforts for the complex geometries. It is cumbersome to describe the elementary function over a complex structure, therefore the methodology, finite element method (FEM), approximates the computational domain via a combination of simple geometrical objects. The triangular mesh is employed to discretize the PDE on the mesh and generate an equation for the approximation of the solution. However, one has to keep the approximated solution close to the original output, therefore a smaller number of blocks are generally used to approximate the solution. The solution in each block should be simple, thus it becomes easier to determine the solution in the small domain. The polynomial equations are the most flexible, and they have a good convergent property for a small region. Some basic parameters related to the PDE can be computed through Equations (2), (3) and (4) .
The following governing Equation (1) is used for modelling the temperature distribution across the PV module.
where α, thermal diffusivity; T, temperature; Q, heat flux; T ext , ambient temperature Characteristic length for a plate can be expressed by Equation (2)
Neumann boundary condition for a given thermal system (Equation (3))
Dirichlet boundary condition for a given thermal system (Equation (4))
Here k represents the boundary condition for a particular module. The T k,1 and T k,2 are boundary temperature at the bottom (subscript 1) and the top (subscript 2) edges of the PV modules.
The Grashoff number for an inclined plate can be expressed by Equation (5)
where 'θ' is the inclination of the PV module and Gr V is the Grashoff number for the vertical plate (Equation (6)), whereas the Prandtl number is given by Equation (7) . The average Nusselt number [14] for a plate is derived through correlation given by Churchill and Chu (Equation (8)). The Equation (8) is only valid for Gr ·Pr < 10 9 . (kJ/kg-K) is the specific heat capacity k (W/m-K) is the thermal conductivity β (1/K) is the coefficient of thermal expansion ν (m 2 /s) is the kinematic viscosity The average Nusselt number [14] for a plate is derived through correlation given by Churchill and Chu (Equation (8)). The Equation (8) 
Experimental Set-Up
The study is performed at the Solar Energy Laboratory in Szent Istvan University, Godollo, Hungary, which lies on the coordinates 47°35'39" N, 19°22'0" E. The four different PV systems (DUNASOLAR, SOLARWATT, SOLAREX, RWE SCHOTT SOLAR) were selected to analyze the relative variation of temperature distribution with varying thermal conditions. The different company PV modules allow the determination of the reproducibility of the modelling scheme; therefore, the validity of a solution can also be established. The two different configurations of modules-front glass and Tedlar back sheet assembly, and front glass back glass assembly-are used for experimental purposes. Module specifications are shown in Table 1 . 
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Glass-EVA-CELL-EVA-Tedlar (With frame) (G-T)
The modules fixed to a support to face true south are shown in Figure S1 . The measuring instrument and the other materials employed in the acquisition of data are shown in Figure S2 . The modules were kept at similar ambient conditions. An infrared (IR) camera (NEC Avio Infrared Technologies, Shinagawa-Ku, Tokyo, Japan) with specifications listed in Table 2 was used to capture the IR images. The solar radiation data were calibrated through a Kimo solarimeter LSL 200 (Kimo instruments, Bernard Moulinet, Montpon-Ménestérol, France) at the inclination of the PV modules (resolution 1 W·m −2 , accuracy 5%). The ambient temperature was measured using HT-9815 Xintest Pt-100 sensors (±0.1 • C) (Dongguan Xintai Instrument, Dongguan, Guangdong, China). An MS6252A-anemometer (±3%) (Mastech, Qingxi, Guangdong, China) was used to determine the wind speed measurements. Report Generator Lite software (NEC Avio Infrared Technologies, Shinagawa-Ku, Tokyo, Japan) was used to process the captured IR images of the modules. The emissivity of the module surface was set to 0.85 for the measurement [15] [16] [17] . 
Results and Discussion
The effects of ambient parameters on the solution were determined through the Finite element method (FEM). The variation in the temperature distribution at the changing value of the irradiance, G (W·m 2 ), on the numerical solution is illustrated in Figure 2a ,b (Module A (DUNASOLAR)). With the increasing in G, the temperature distribution scale of the plate increased by 278.5 K at the top and bottom edges of the plates, whereas the change increased up to 298 K at the left and right sides of the plates. The overall temperature offset of 292 K was found at all other points on the surface. The temperature remained constant for both values of G (750 W·m −2 , 850 W·m −2 ), but the temperature of the PV system was elevated. The variation of the average heat transfer coefficient is shown in Figure 2c ,d. The effect of change in the average heat transfer coefficient h was predominately seen at the air-exposed edges of the PV system. The heat flux-loss increased by 17% with an increase in h by 17%; thus, the influence of heat-transfer coefficient was directly proportional to the heat flux-loss at the left and right edges of the surface, while the temperature remained the same as other parts of the plate. The ambient temperature and its significant effect on the system are illustrated in Figure 2e ,f. The nominal increases in temperature of the PV system with respect to change in the ambient temperature. The temperature of plate increased within a range of 0.67-4.16% when the ambient temperature scaled shifted up by 10%. Thus, it can be concluded that the relative effect of ambient temperature as compared to the heat transfer coefficient is low on the temperature distribution scale for the PV system without a frame (Module A). The predicted solution for the PV modules is compared with the experimental results in Figure 3a ,b. The behavior predicted module perfectly simulates the experimental trend at an irradiance of 800 W·m −2 and the ambient condition of 298 K. The module B (SOLARWATT) was subjected to a similar condition to ensure reproducibility and validity of the proposed model. The module B is also a frame-less module, and a similar trend has been noticed in temperature distribution. The effect of irradiance fluctuation is shown in Figure 4a ,b. At 6.6% surge in the irradiance level, the overall temperature of module B (Figure 4 ) increased by 1.5-3.8%, whereas it was 1.86% to 8.8% for module A (DUNASOLAR) with a 13.33% increase in 'G'. The behavior of the PV modules with respect to the average heat transfer coefficient h is illustrated in Figure 4c 
The nominal increases in temperature of the PV system with respect to change in the ambient temperature. The temperature of plate increased within a range of 0.67-4.16% when the ambient temperature scaled shifted up by 10%. Thus, it can be concluded that the relative effect of ambient temperature as compared to the heat transfer coefficient is low on the temperature distribution scale for the PV system without a frame (Module A). The predicted solution for the PV modules is compared with the experimental results in Figure 3a ,b. The behavior predicted module perfectly simulates the experimental trend at an irradiance of 800 W·m −2 and the ambient condition of 298 K. The module B (SOLARWATT) was subjected to a similar condition to ensure reproducibility and validity of the proposed model. The module B is also a frame-less module, and a similar trend has been noticed in temperature distribution. The effect of irradiance fluctuation is shown in Figure 4a ,b. At 6.6% surge in the irradiance level, the overall temperature of module B (Figure 4) increased by 1.5-3.8%, whereas it was 1.86% to 8.8% for module A (DUNASOLAR) with a 13.33% increase in 'G'. The behavior of the PV modules with respect to the average heat transfer coefficient ℎ is illustrated in Figure 4c ,d. The temperature of the left and right edges of module A and module B (Figure 4 ) decreased by 13% and 12.5%, respectively, for a 17 % rise in ℎ . The effect of ambient temperature on the PV modules is shown in Figure 4e ,f. The temperature scale gets shifted up by 1.5% with a 10% rise in the ambient temperature ( Figure 4) . A comparative study of the experimental results with the predicted solution is visualized in Figure 5a ,b. Unlike the module A, module B ( Figure 5 ) provided better prediction at a higher level of irradiance of 850 W·m −2 . The reason for the relative increase in the irradiance level of similar kind of module is their characteristic length as it affects the velocity profile across the surface of the PV system. Therefore, a rise of 6.6% is demanded to compensate for the temperature drop due to heat loss across the plate. The effect of 'G' on the framed PV system (SOLAREX) is shown in Figure 6a ,b. Unlike the module A and module B, the framed PV module (module C) had a 14% increase in temperature at the left and right edges of plate as a 13.33% rise in the value of 'G' occurred; which is 5.2% higher than for module A. The overall temperature of the plate, except the edges, dropped by 7.35%, which is constant in the frame-less modules (A and B). The influence of the average heat transfer coefficient is depicted in Figure 6c ,d. A 20% temperature drop ( Figure 6 ) at the edges of plates of module C (SOLAREX) occurred, which is 7% and 6.5% more than module A and module B, respectively. The effect of ambient temperature is illustrated in Figure 6e ,f. The temperature of the PV modules increased by 8.33% at the left and right boundaries of surface, whereas it was 1.5%-4.16% for the frame-less modules (SOLAREX and DUNASOLAR). Comparison of the predicted solution with the experimental result is shown in Figure 7a ,b. The numerical solution provided a better convergence at 800 W·m −2 , however, the temperature at the left and right edges of the predicted solution is marginally high, whereas the top and bottom edges are not incongruent with the experimental data. The effect of irradiance (G) on the PV module in illustrated in Figure 8a ,b. The module C (RWE SCHOTT SOLAR) had a major variation in temperature distribution at the edges of the surface (Figure 8.) . A 1.02% to 7.38% elevation of temperature was observed for a 6.66% increase in the irradiance, G. Likewise the SOLARWATT, the RWE SCHOTT SOLAR provided a better convergence at the irradiance of 850 W·m −2 . The effect of the heat transfer coefficient on the numerical solution is shown by Figure 8c,d . The heat flux decreased by 67% at the left and right boundaries of the PV plates due to the 17% increase in the heat transfer coefficient, which is 50% more than that of module A and module B. The influence of a rise in the ambient temperature is relatively high on the RWE SCHOTT SOLAR (Module D) (Figure 8e,f) . A 10% rise in the ambient temperature led to 13.33% increase in the PV surface temperature, whereas the temperature at the top and bottom edges remained unaffected. The effect of 'G' on the framed PV system (SOLAREX) is shown in Figure 6a ,b. Unlike the module A and module B, the framed PV module (module C) had a 14% increase in temperature at the left and right edges of plate as a 13.33% rise in the value of 'G' occurred; which is 5.2% higher than for module A. The overall temperature of the plate, except the edges, dropped by 7.35%, which is constant in the frame-less modules (A and B). The influence of the average heat transfer coefficient is depicted in Figure 6c ,d. A 20% temperature drop (Figure 6 ) at the edges of plates of module C (SOLAREX) occurred, which is 7% and 6.5% more than module A and module B, respectively. The effect of ambient temperature is illustrated in Figure 6e ,f. The temperature of the PV modules increased by 8.33% at the left and right boundaries of surface, whereas it was 1.5-4.16% for the frame-less modules (SOLAREX and DUNASOLAR). Comparison of the predicted solution with the experimental result is shown in Figure 7a ,b. The numerical solution provided a better convergence at 800 W·m −2 , however, the temperature at the left and right edges of the predicted solution is marginally high, whereas the top and bottom edges are not incongruent with the experimental data. The effect of irradiance (G) on the PV module in illustrated in Figure 8a ,b. The module C (RWE SCHOTT SOLAR) had a major variation in temperature distribution at the edges of the surface (Figure 8.) . A 1.02% to 7.38% elevation of temperature was observed for a 6.66% increase in the irradiance, G. Likewise the SOLARWATT, the RWE SCHOTT SOLAR provided a better convergence at the irradiance of 850 W·m −2 . The effect of the heat transfer coefficient on the numerical solution is shown by Figure 8c,d . The heat flux decreased by 67% at the left and right boundaries of the PV plates due to the 17% increase in the heat transfer coefficient, which is 50% more than that of module A and module B. The influence of a rise in the ambient temperature is relatively high on the RWE SCHOTT SOLAR (Module D) (Figure 8e,f) . A 10% rise in the ambient temperature led to 13.33% increase in the PV surface temperature, whereas the temperature at the top and bottom edges remained unaffected. Although the heat flux-loss decreased at the left and right edges by 87.5%, it is equally compensated by edges along the width of the plate. Comparison of the predicted solution with the experimentally derived results is illustrated in Figure 9a ,b. Overall uniformity of temperature was obtained on the surface of the PV modules, but the temperature obtained through experimental data marginally decreased at the bottom edge of the inclined plate. The edges along the length of the plate had a relatively high-temperature gradient.
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Conclusions
The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was carried out to discretize the solution of the PDE of the heat transfer module. The effect of irradiance, heat transfer coefficient, and the ambient temperature on the temperature distribution on the surface of the PV modules was assessed by doing a comparative analysis of different solar modules. For the smooth functioning of the PV modules, it is required to reduce thermal losses at the edges and surface of the plates. Moreover, the predicted solution did not overshoot the experimental values, therefore the performance of the PV modules has 
The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) was carried out to discretize the solution of the PDE of the heat transfer module. The effect of irradiance, heat transfer coefficient, and the ambient temperature on the temperature distribution on the surface of the PV modules was assessed by doing a comparative analysis of different solar modules. For the smooth functioning of the PV modules, it is required to reduce thermal losses at the edges and surface of the plates. Moreover, the predicted solution did not overshoot the experimental values, therefore the performance of the PV modules has not been deteriorated by the mathematical solution. The values of parameters obtained through a mathematical solution has not extrapolated the range of solution. It was observed that the temperature distribution across the plate was uniform in the glass-based (Tedlar-free) modules, whereas the heat loss along the edges was higher in the Tedlar based modules. The range of variation of temperature for all the PV modules was in the domain of 295 K to 325 K, whereas it varied from 293 K to 325 K for experimentally obtained data. The temperature gradient and heat flux were relatively high at the edges, however, the range of variation of temperature at other points of PV plates was between 290 K to 318 K. The benefit of this study assists in determining whether the cell temperature is being affected by the ambient conditions. If the temperature of the PV surface rises beyond the demarcated level, the open circuit voltage of the system gets affected, as does the power output of the modules. For the smooth running of the PV system, it must be ensured that the temperature gradient across must be minimal. The frame-less modules had the least temperature gradient across the PV modules, therefore the DUNASOLAR and the SOLARWATT are more compatible for the smaller power unit. The reproducibility of the module was checked with different solar modules and it was found that the range of tolerance had not been violated by the proposed FEM methodology. The excessive heat loss around the periphery of the PV modules causes undue fluctuation of energy output for those regions where the ambient temperature is not steady with time, therefore the central European region requires those PV modules which are more energy efficient in the context of energy loss since the rapid warming or cooling is not suitable for the non-framed modules (DUNASOLAR and SOLARWATT). In terms of thermal analysis, the distribution of temperature must be uniform throughout the plate. Voltage of the individual cell is a function of temperature; hence it must be similar, else likelihood of hotspot formation increases. On the other hand, in those geographical locations where the temperature is relatively high, the framed modules (SOLAREX and RWE SCHOTT SOLAR) would be much more effective, such as in the South Asian region, since the deviation of the modules temperature from the Nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) is the least (Figure 6e Funding: "This research received no external funding" and "The APC was funded by Divine Atsu".
